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ECON3600  


 


TOPIC 6 – POPULATION AND IMMIGRATION  


 


 


 


The level of GDP per head of any country at any point in time, and the implications 


for the nature of its economic development over time, will be determined by its 


population – though not in any simple way. 


 


One may expect that the larger the population of a country, the larger will be the 


absolute size of its GDP – a fairly obvious corollary of the fact that one of the major 


productive resources of a country, labour, is clearly related to the total number of 


people in the country.  


 


Even here, however, it’s immediately apparent that factors such the age structure of 


the population (and hence the proportion of the population who are able to contribute 


their labour), together with the extent to which a country possesses, and can apply in 


conjunction with labour, other factors of production (land, capital and that difficult to 


define ‘factor of production’ often referred to as ‘entrepreneurship’) will be a major 


influence. 


 


This latter point applies particularly to the relationship (at any point in time) between 


population and GDP per head (as distinct from just the total size of GDP) – a 


relationship where several issues become relevant. 


 


We can summarise the main ones briefly as: 


 


 the age structure of the population [i.e. what percentage of the population is of 
working age i.e. is capable of work]; 


 what percentage of the population of working age chooses to work;  


 how much labour is contributed per person [i.e. how many hours people 
work];  


 the ‘quality’ and hence the productivity of the labour-hours those who work 
can contribute, as influenced by, for example, the average level of education 


and skill of the population;  


 what other factors [notably capital and natural resources] they have to 
combine their labour with; and, finally (though crucially) 


 the broad institutional framework within which labour is supplied (e.g. the tax 
system; provisions for unemployed; the ‘culture’ of work). 


 


Variations in respect of these aspects explain why there is no csimple corollary 


between the size of a country’s population and the absolute level of its GDP per head 


(or the ‘average standard of living’). Some countries with large populations have a 


relatively low level of GDP per head whereas some countries with small populations 


(e.g. Australia, New Zealand, Singapore) have relatively high absolute levels of GDP 


per head. 


 


The relationship becomes even more complex when considering different countries’ 


experiences over time. How does the ‘population experience’ of a country determine, 
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or result from, its experience in terms both of economic expansion, and economic 


growth (in the particular sense we have defined it, as the rate of change of GDP per 


head)? 


 


Within this broader question (which may be difficult or impossible to generalise 


about… and it may not even be sensible to try) our concern here will be the very 


limited one of simply looking at the Australian population experience and how it 


interacts with the country’s economic development. 


 


Before doing that some more preliminaries about population growth… 


 


 


Some preliminary observations 


 


An increase in a country’s population (which may of course be negative) occurs as a 


result of two elements: natural increase and net migration (both of which may also 


individually be positive or negative). 


 


Natural increase 


 


Natural increase results from births on the one hand and deaths on the other. 


 


These are typically measured in terms of a birth rate (the number of births per 


thousand total population) and a death rate (the number of deaths per thousand). 


 


The birth rate is determined mainly by the fertility rate – the number of births a 


woman has during her life. A fertility rate of approximately 2 is required for the 


population to ‘replace’ itself, i.e. for the total population to remain constant over time. 


Less than two births per woman will mean that over time, other things being equal, 


the population will decline. How a given fertility rate will equate to the number of 


births per thousand of the total population will depend on the percentage of women in 


the child-bearing age group that there are in the population. 


 


The other element of natural increase is the death rate. Deaths occur principally 


because of old age. They may occur also as a result of illness or accident (and factors 


such as natural disasters, or war, or people taking their own lives). The extent to 


which illness may be effectively treated (so the person affected lives longer) will 


lower the death rate. This is reflected in higher levels of life expectancy and has come 


about through improvements in medical science which have reduced the death rate of 


those particularly susceptible to death through illness (the very young and the very 


old). 


 


Migration 


 


Migration [the second of the major factors affecting population change], whether into 


or out of a country (immigration or emigration), is primarily the result of the decision 


of individual people, or families, to move from one country to another. They make 


this decision based on their judgment as to the way in which where they live will 


affect their welfare, however they define it. 
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Migration decisions will also be influenced, in some cases decisively, by actions of 


governments which may provide various forms of encouragement or discouragement, 


the latter sometimes amounting to virtual prohibition of migration into a country. 


 


These various factors, relating to both natural increase and migration, taken together 


will determine a country’s population experience, past and future. 


 


A typical situation facing many high-income (‘developed’) countries in the world 


today is that birth rates have fallen, as people choose to have fewer children than in 


the past, to the point where the population is declining in absolute terms. In some 


cases this is offset by high levels of immigration (Australia being a case in point). In 


others the level of immigration (typically because government does nothing to 


encourage it and frequently acts to discourage it) is low or zero. Japan is a case in 


point. In the absence of a significant level of immigration and in the context of a low 


and falling birth rate the population has, since 2007, been declining in absolute terms 


and, if current circumstances continue, is expected to be, by the end of the century, 


about one half its current level. 


 


So now to Australia. 


 


 


Australian Population History 


  


The total Australian (European) population increased from virtually zero at the 


beginning of the nineteenth century to less than 4m at the end of the nineteenth 


century and then to about 7m just prior to the Second World War and 19m at the end 


of the twentieth century. The population in 2015 is 24 million. 


 


Thus, by federation (1901) the population was still small in absolute terms. 


 


(It was partly because this population [the denominator in the formula of GDP/head] 


was so small in the nineteenth century that, as has been observed, ‘Australia’ was 


such a ‘wealthy’ country.) 


 


Over the long term (from 1860-1990) both components of the rate of natural increase, 


the birth rate and death rate have declined.  


 


The long-term fall in the birth rate has been due primarily to a fall in the fertility rate. 


There was a marked fall in the 1930s as a consequence of the Great Depression 


though there was a marked and sustained recovery from the closing years of the 


second world war through to the early 1960s (the so-called ‘baby boom’). The long-


term decline resumed, however, after the 1960s (occurring even through times of 


economic prosperity, the result of a cultural shift in preferences of families to have 


fewer children). The fertility rate fell steadily from approximately 3.5 per woman at 


the beginning of the 1960s to below 2 for the first time 1978 and to a low point of a 


little over 1.7 in the early 2000s. 


 


The result was a fall in the birth rate from a figure of between 20 and 30 per thousand 


in the early decades of the twentieth century to a figure of about 12 per thousand by 


the early years of the 2000s. 
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(It may be noted in passing that the fertility rate in Australia is still higher than that in 


several comparable high income countries, where the figure has fallen to not much 


over 1… the case of Japan having already been referred to. It may also be noted that 


the decline in Australia was arrested, and even turned around slightly from 2005 - 


though this is not unique to Australia [it has even happened in Japan]. It remains to be 


seen if this will be a significant long-term change.) 


 


There has also been a fall in the death rate, the result (as previously suggested) 


mainly of improvements in medical science which have increased average life 


expectancy. 


 


But the fall in the death rate has been less than the fall in the birth rate. 


 


The net result has been a long-term fall in the rate of natural increase. In the years just 


prior to the First World War the rate of natural increase was around 17 per thousand. 


This had fallen to less than 7 per thousand by the end of the twentieth century. 


According to population projections (unless the turnaround in the fertility rate is 


substantial and permanent) it is anticipated that the rate of natural increase will fall 


below zero by about 2030. (This means that the total population will increase only if 


there is net migration into the country.)  


 


This long-term trend is illustrated in the diagram below, where the significance of the 


rate of natural increase may be compared with the other determinant of population 


increase: net migration 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 
 


 


A number of conclusions about net migration emerge: 


 


 there are only a few brief periods when net migration has been negative – 
during the periods of the two world wars, and in the periods of economic 


depression in the early 1930s and at the very beginning of the twentieth 


century (the latter before recovery from the 1890s Depression had decisively 




http://www.effner.de/Auslandsschueler/my_year_in_australia.htm
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occurred) [the violent variation around the time of the first world war and its 


immediate aftermath is due to the manner in which statistics were compiled]; 


 


 during the first four decades of the century net migration was on average low, 
there being only two relatively brief periods when net migration was 


considerable – these were in the few years before the first world war and 


during the 1920s (from about 1922 to 1926). Over the period from the end of 


the 1920s to the mid-1940s net migration was on average around zero; 


 


 following the Second World War there was a very marked increase in net 
migration. In the five years between 1948 and 1952 around 550,000 migrants 


arrived in Australia (a yearly rate of over 100,000 – more than double that in 


the 1920s) to join a total population which in 1947 was just over 7.5m – a 


‘shock to the system’ rather greater than that in the brief period of high 


immigration in the 1920s (when a total of about 260,000 immigrants were 


added to a population of about 5.5m); 


 


 this increase (in contrast to that earlier in the century) was – with some 
fluctuation – maintained until the present time, and fairly consistently so for 


over two decades. From 1948 to 1971, for example, the direct gain from 


immigration was over 2m. The Australian-born children of these migrants – 


some of whom by the later part of this period were entering the labour force – 


added an additional 1m.  


 


 since the mid-1940s significant dips have been associated with a decline in 
economic prosperity (at the beginning of the 1950s, following the end of the 


long boom in the mid-1970s; and consequent to the short recessions of the 


early 1980s and early 1990s… in the future we may also point to a dip in the 


years following 2008) whilst sharp increases occurred in years of high 


economic prosperity such as the late 1960s, late 1980s and (whilst it is not 


shown in the figures tabled) in the 2000s up to the present time. 


 


The diagram also indicates the relative significance of the two components of 


population increase (natural increase and net migration). In some brief periods of the 


twentieth century and then more permanently following the early 2000s net migration 


has been of greater significance than natural increase. This occurred in a brief period 


immediately before the First World War, the late 1940s where there was a major 


immigration program following the Second World War, briefly in the late 1980s, and 


then (in the face of the continuing decline in the rate of natural increase and sustained 


high levels of immigration) in at least the decade, and probably longer, after the early 


2000s. 


 


 


Age Structure of the Population 


 


The term ‘age structure of the population’ refers to the percentage of the total 


population in different age brackets (e.g. 0-9; 10-19 etc.). 
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This is conventionally illustrated in terms of a ‘population chart’ once most 


commonly referred to as a ‘population pyramid’ because of the shape it has frequently 


taken (both in the case of Australia and other countries). 


 


The population pyramid for a particular year (a ‘snapshot’ of the age distribution of a 


country’s population in a given year) will reflect historical changes in the birth rate 


and death rate plus the effect on the age distribution of net migration (i.e. of people 


‘injected’ into the population). 


 


Population charts are conventionally presented with the population divided into male 


and female. As the proportion of the total population in each age bracket who are 


respectively male and female is generally the same, each ‘side’ of the population 


pyramid is normally a mirror image of the other. 


 


Australian population charts for three randomly selected years (1976, 1996, and 2016 


[projected]) are presented below. Charts prior to 1976 are, to an increasingly greater 


extent as one goes back in time, ‘pyramid’ shaped due to higher birth rates, higher 


rates of immigration and lower life expectancy, although individual years will 


illustrate specific effects. 


 


 


The chart for 1976, for example, illustrates the significant fall in the birth rate in the 


early 1970s (the  ‘pyramid’ ‘narrows’ at the base) and the low level of the birth rate in 


the early 1930s (the ‘pyramid’ ‘narrows in’ for people in the early 40s, born during 


these years). As the people born from about the mid-1940s through to the end of the 


1960s, - the years of high birth rates giving the people born during these years the 


label of ‘baby boomers’ - move ‘up’ through population charts as the years progress 


(shown in the charts below by the dark shaded band) and the birth rate continues to 


fall (and life expectancy increases) population charts become increasingly ‘coffin 




https://www.dss.gov.au/about-the-department/publications-articles/research-publications/social-policy-research-paper-series/number-13-the-policy-makers-guide-to-population-ageing-key-concepts-and-issues?HTML
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shaped’, reflecting the phenomenon conventionally termed the ‘ageing of the 


population’. 


 


The age structure of the population will be affected not only by birth rates and death 


rates but also by migration. The effect of migration will be felt via (i) the age structure 


of migrants themselves as they are ‘injected’ into the pyramid, but also by (ii) the 


effect that the migrants have on the birth and death rates (for they too will have 


children, and die).  


 


The effect of immigration on age structure has been a matter of academic debate in 


recent years. The conventional wisdom is that immigration (the reference is usually to 


the sustained post-second world war program) has had an effect on the age structure 


of the Australian population, making it relatively ‘younger’ than it would otherwise 


have been (or in terms of the population chart making it more pyramid shaped, 


bulging at the bottom). 


 


This point is taken up later in the topic. However, it has been argued that immigration 


has had little effect on the age structure (although there’s no question of course that it 


has increased the total population over and above what it would otherwise have been). 


By contrast it has been concluded that the most important influence on age structure 


has been the historical trend in the fertility rate and its effect on the birth rate. 


 


The principal economic implication of this (what is generally referred to as an ‘ageing 


population’) is that a greater proportion of people move into age brackets where they 


are no longer able, or considered obligated, to contribute their labour to the creation 


of income. In addition, the larger the proportion of older people (especially the ‘very 


old’) the larger will be the demand for resources related to the health and the care of 


aged people and the relatively smaller will be the proportion of the population that 


will have to create the national income from which it can be provided. 


 


We will re-visit this point later in the topic. 


 


 


Determinants of Trends in Natural Increase and Net Migration 


 


In the case of natural increase, as already noted the major factors bringing about the 


long-term decline have been (i) in the case of the birth rate, the declining fertility rate 


as people have chosen, and been able to give effect to their choice (through improved 


methods of contraception) to have fewer children, and (ii) in the case of the death rate, 


improvements in medical science (together with other factors such as the reduced 


likelihood of death by accident) which have resulted in an increase in average life 


expectancy. 


 


Economic policy (the actions of governments) has had – at least directly – little 


influence on these trends, although just in recent years some encouragement been 


given to families to increase the birth rate. (In the mid-2000s the then Treasurer, Peter 


Costello, famously exhorted Australians to have more children – ‘one for mum, one 


for dad and one for the country’ – and a ‘baby bonus’ was introduced to provide a 


cash grant upon the birth of a child.) 
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Determinants of net migration, on the other hand, have been more variable and more 


significantly influenced by government policy.  


 


Fundamentally, the decision of people to move to another country has been based on 


their own assessment of how doing so will improve their, and their family’s,, welfare. 


Thus economic conditions in the ‘receiving’ country will have a major influence. 


 


This has combined with the actions of governments. The attitude of Australian 


governments has varied considerably with economic conditions. 


 


Thus, in the nineteenth century, in the boom years of the 1870s and 1880s, colonial 


governments encouraged (both by advertising and providing various forms of 


financial assistance) the migration of people from Europe (especially from Great 


Britain). 


 


The recession of the 1890s, however, saw an end to government encouragement (and 


the depressed economic conditions served as little inducement in themselves). 


Consequently immigration ceased almost entirely. 


 


Economic recovery in the early years following federation saw a gradual increase in 


the number of immigrants, the consequence of both boom economic conditions and 


the resumption of encouragement by governments (mainly governments of what were 


now the states). Net migration in fact reached record numbers in the few years prior to 


the First World War but ceased during the war. 


 


Positive net migration resumed in the 1920s by which time the commonwealth 


(national) government was becoming more concerned with immigration. It very 


actively encouraged the immigration necessary to allow economic development based 


on the ‘new’ rural industries to occur. 


 


There were two significant pieces of legislation passed by the Commonwealth in the 


1920s, both of which sought to substantially increase the flow of immigrants – these 


were the Empire Settlement Act 1922 and the Development and Migration Act 1926 


(the latter setting up the Development and Migration Commission which was referred 


to in a previous topic). Under these acts, sums of money were provided to fund 


migration and the establishment of migrants on the land. In the latter case immigration 


was to be an integral part of ambitious rural development schemes. 


 


It’s important to note (and the point will be re-visited in the next section) that 


economic expansion was sought largely as a means to the end of increased population 


as such. In other words immigration was sought partly as a means to an end (rural-


based economic development); but in larger part it served the goal of population 


increase as an end in its own right. 


 


The reasons for this were rehearsed when we spoke in an earlier topic about the 


period in general. Australians, and Australian decision-makers, were acutely 


conscious of their place in the world – a small number of people (at federation the 


population was only about 4m) in control of a huge bonanza of natural resources 


which had made them (on average) the wealthiest people in the world. 
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However, the difficulties of the later 1920s, and the ‘slide into Depression’, followed 


by the Depression itself, and then in the 1930s the abandonment of any idea of 


boundless development based on rural industry, brought ambitious immigration 


schemes to an end. Even though the 1930s can in retrospect be viewed as one of 


significant economic recovery, resulting largely from developments in manufacturing, 


there was little enthusiasm for immigration programs on this basis. Nor did it create 


any significant inducement to people to come to Australia to make new lives. As a 


consequence net migration from the onset of the Depression, right through the early 


1940s (the years of the Second World War) also served to prevent migration and 


during this period it was, on average, virtually zero. 


 


Following the war, however, there was a resumption of migration on an 


unprecedented scale. This was the result largely of a large scale government-


sponsored immigration program underlying which the goal of population increase, as 


an end in its own right, was key (to an even greater extent, indeed, than it had been in 


the 1920s.) 


 


The war had a huge impact on Australian attitudes and served to dramatically rekindle 


the national goal of an increased population. For the first time Australia had come 


under attack and the vulnerability of the country was felt even more acutely than it 


had been in earlier decades.  


 


Even before the war had ended, a speech made in 1944 by the then Minister for 


Immigration indicates the terms in which the matter of population and immigration 


was viewed: 


 


If Australians have learned one lesson from the Pacific war now moving to a 


successful conclusion, it is surely that we cannot continue to hold our island 


continent for ourselves and our descendants unless we greatly increase our 


numbers…. It would be prudent for us not to ignore the possibility of a further 


formidable challenge within the next quarter of a century to our right to hold 


this land. We may have only those next 25 years in which to make the best 


possible use of our second chance to survive. Our first requirement is 


additional population. 


 


The catchcry ‘populate or perish’, while not novel – it had been used in immigration 


debates earlier in the century – came to be more widely used, almost as an axiom. 


 


In the years following the war, Australia was a party to a number of international 


agreements to accept immigrants, almost entirely from Europe. These included the 


United Kingdom-Australia Assisted Passage Migration Agreement under which 


people from the United Kingdom were able to migrate to Australia at very low cost. 


Australia also entered an agreement with the International Refugee Organisation to 


take an annual quota of refugees from post-war Europe – people who were referred to 


at the time (somewhat delicately) as ‘displaced persons’. In the 1950s Australia was 


also party to migration agreements with a number of European countries and became 


a founder member of the Intergovernmental Committee on European Migration, an 


organisation that facilitated migration from European countries.  
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Australia also provided subsidised passages to independent migrants (leading to the 


phenomenon of the ‘10 pound Pom’) and encouraged the immigration of people 


seeking better economic opportunities and social conditions. Considerable numbers of 


these added to the immigration figures. 


 


However, by the 1960s the ‘populate or perish’ arguments were starting to fade 


somewhat (although there remained some populist concerns about the ‘Asian hordes’ 


coming south). 


 


From this point on the economic consequences of immigration came increasingly to 


be central in the debate about immigration. Up until this point immigration had been 


very widely accepted as desirable because an increase in population was seen as an 


important national goal in itself. From now on immigration policy – the extent to 


which governments either encouraged or discouraged immigration, and thus the 


record of immigration as outlined in the previous section – was determined to a 


greater and greater extent by predictions as to the economic consequences. 


 


In particular the marked reduction in net migration numbers in the mid-1970s (where 


net migration was cut to its lowest levels since the Second World War) was a 


consequence of the end of the long boom and the subdued economic conditions of the 


time. Similarly the reductions in immigration levels in the early 1980s and early 


1990s reflect cutbacks in immigration levels permitted by governments in response to 


the recessions in these periods. 


 


Apart from these reductions, however (from which there was rapid recovery) levels of 


immigration have been sustained, and, as noted, in the 2000s rose to record levels. 


 


This has rested essentially on conclusions about the economic consequences of 


immigration. These consequences, both as we can see them having shaped Australian 


economic development and, increasingly since the 1970s, been a major determinant of 


immigration policy itself, are the subject of the next section.  


 


 


Immigration and Economic Development 


 


There is little question that the augmentation of the population through immigration 


has caused economic expansion to be higher than it would otherwise have been. The 


larger number of people have added to aggregate demand and, because at least a 


proportion of immigrants have always been of working age, they have also added to 


the supply of labour and thus to the aggregate supply of productive resources. 


 


On the other hand, the relationship between immigration and economic growth (or 


putting it in other terms the implications of immigration for GDP per head, via its 


implications for productivity) is a more complex matter. 


 


A conclusion that might quickly be reached, just by a glance at the long-term record 


of economic development (as indicated for example in the data on the right-hand side 


of Table C(i) in the tables accompanying the first part of the course), is that the 


country (Australia) with the highest rate of population growth (which was largely the 


result of the extent to which natural increase has been augmented by immigration) is 
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also the country with the lowest rate of economic growth (increase in GDP per head) 


over the long term. 


 


Does this mean that that augmenting our population growth by immigration has meant 


that we have become wealthier in aggregate but at the expense of the wealth that is 


available per person? 


 


There are two periods in Australian history for which this issue has been analysed in 


some detail. 


 


These are (i) the 1920s, during which (at least in the earlier part of the decade) 


immigration was an integral part of the whole economic development strategy based 


on the ‘new’ rural industries and (ii) the post second world war period, and 


particularly the period since the 1970s when immigration levels, and economic 


fortunes, fluctuated (and when the relationship was analysed as much part of the 


contemporary debate about immigration policy as ‘economic history’). 


 


The major analyst of the 1920s was David Pope.  


 


Pope’s overall conclusions are somewhat ambiguous but suggest that, if anything, 


during this decade, while of course migration was responsible for an increase in the 


absolute level of GDP over and above what it would have been without it, 


immigration probably had the effect of reducing the rate of growth of GDP per head. 


 


This conclusion is hardly surprising when the economic environment into which 


migrants were introduced is considered.  


 


As spelt out by Sinclair in his old model/new model theory, decreasing returns were 


being experienced in the application of resources to the rural industries into which 


many immigrants were being directed (simply because their assisted passages to 


Australia were linked with schemes such as took place for example under the Empire 


Settlement Act of 1922).  


 


But – as Pope pointed out – to be critical of immigration, if it were indeed responsible 


for a lowering of the level of GDP per head, is to largely miss the mark. Because the 


smallness of the population at the time was such a concern (Pope actually refers to it 


as Australia’s ‘original sin’) population growth was in itself a goal of overwhelming 


primacy.  


 


For this reason the impact of immigration on the level of GDP per head was hardly a 


concern at the time. Apart from the fact that decision-makers didn’t think in these sort 


of macroeconomic terms at the time – macroeconomics and national accounting were 


only ‘invented’ with the work of Keynes in the 1930s – no-one would have cared very 


much anyway. Coming off the extraordinarily high base of the nineteenth century, 


Australia could ‘afford’ to have a lower rate of economic growth and remain a very 


wealthy country in absolute per capita terms. 


 


In the case of the second period, in the years after WWII, an increase in the size of the 


population assumed if anything a greater significance as a national goal to be pursued 


for its own sake.  
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The concern – heightened by the experience of the war – explains the very ambitious 


immigration program that was initiated in the second half of the 1940s. 


 


And in what debates there were about immigration – which were very largely 


bipartisan anyway – there was remarkably little discussion about the economic 


consequences of such a substantial augmentation of the population and the labour 


market. 


 


If anything, the contemplated effects of immigration were considered to be positive 


because of the looming problem of labour shortages that could be traced back to the 


low birth rates in the 1930s and accordingly to its importance for the process of 


industrialisation. There was a general recognition of the fact that major ‘development’ 


schemes (such as the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme) could not have been 


executed were it not for migrant labour. 


 


As the primacy of the goal of an increased population for its own sake receded, 


however (as it had by the 1960s), the impact of immigration on GDP/capita came to 


be questioned and was the subject of a growing number of studies especially from the 


1970s through to the early 1990s. 


 


The key question that was addressed in these studies was whether or not immigration, 


by increasing the population, increased productivity. (Keep in mind that it is the 


productivity with which resources are used by a nation that will determine whether 


economic expansion – the growth in the size of GDP – is sufficient, in the light of the 


growth in population, to allow an increase in the size of GDP per head of population, 


i.e. economic growth – and thus an increase in the [average] standard of living.)  


 


In general terms the question asked was: what effect had immigration (having clearly 


been responsible for a high rate of economic expansion) had on the rate of economic 


growth? Had it allowed GDP/capita also to increase at a faster rate than it otherwise 


would have? And what were its short-term effects in the process? 


 


Some of these studies were highly sophisticated – one for example was a pioneering 


econometric model comprising 6000 equations grouped into ten modules. They 


investigated the sort of relationships and hypotheses discussed above. 


 


But these studies produced few general conclusions beyond 


 


(i) immigration as such had no clear impact on the rate of economic growth; 
and 


 


(ii) immigration even had no clear short-term impact, i.e. on what would now 
be termed the goal of ‘stability’. In particular, it could not clearly be 


concluded that immigration had any influence on unemployment; but 


rather that immigration tends to raise aggregate supply and demand to 


much the same extent. 


 


A corollary of the second of these conclusions in particular, is that concerns that were 


expressed about immigrants ‘taking jobs’ were largely misplaced. Nevertheless these 
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sorts of concerns – expressed most vocally by the organised labour movement – 


prevailed even into the 1990s (indeed to the present day) and can be seen as having 


been the principal cause of the cutbacks on the number of immigrants permitted to 


enter Australia in times of lower economic growth or recession, and thus responsible 


for the ‘dips’ in the magnitude of net migration in the mid-1970s and the early 1980s 


and early 1990s. 


 


Increasingly, however, the academic and public debate came to focus on the more 


complex relationship between immigration and economic growth, and specifically on 


productivity. 


 


The analysis of the economic consequences of immigration in fact became something 


of a major industry. The government even established a Bureau of Immigration 


Research as an arm of the public service to advise it on immigration. But the 


inconclusiveness of studies about the longer-term impact of immigration on 


Australian economic growth (apart from the conclusion that immigration had had 


little discernible short-term impact on unemployment) led to a loss of interest in the 


question (despite, or perhaps because of a growing impatience with, the pleas from 


many of the researchers that more research was need to produce more conclusive 


results). As a result the BIR had a fairly short life.  


 


Yet, looking forward, rather than back, it was nevertheless concluded by policy-


makers that immigration was a ‘good thing’ – not only in order to increase the 


absolute size of the population and the economy (whilst the ‘populate or perish’ 


mentality has largely dissipated there remained the view, albeit rather vaguely 


defined, that Australia should strive to be a larger force on the world stage) but also to 


make the population more productive, and thereby increase not only the nation’s GDP 


but also its GDP per capita. 


 


It’s for these reasons that an immigration program was actively maintained in the 


1990s and 2000s, though there was an increasing emphasis on having an immigration 


program that would serve as effectively as possible the enhancement of productivity 


and hence economic growth. 


 


This concern has been reflected in immigration policy in attracting immigrants who 


will contribute most effectively to the economy and who will be most productive. 


These, it has been decided, will be immigrants who have the following attributes: 


 


 they are younger (the focus is on the 18-29 age group); 
 


 they have better English language skills; 
 


 they have qualifications and skills in which there is considered to be a national 
shortage; and 


 


 they have obtained their qualifications from Australian educational 
institutions. 
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There is, perhaps, a certain national arrogance in all this. Does the policy smack of 


‘picking the eyes’ out of people in other countries? But in the early 2000s it was the 


central theme in public discussion of immigration. 


 


The issue re-surfaced somewhat in the wake of the ‘GFC’ where the desirability of a 


larger population again became one of extensive public debate – although much of the 


discussion focused on particular aspects of the issue (e.g. the strain on infrastructure 


in particular geographical areas). 


 


To return, however, to our major theme: immigration in Australian economic 


history… 


 


In the immediate post-war decades the large scale immigration program initiated in 


the 1940s, and sustained through the long boom, was certainly an integral part of the 


economic expansion that occurred. Much of that economic expansion – and in 


particular the foreign investment in manufacturing on which it was so largely based 


and to which can be attributed much of the economic growth that occurred – would 


not have taken place if it were not for the greatly enlarged domestic market that was 


created by the larger population.  


 


So we probably can’t say – as has been said of the 1920s – that expansion was 


pursued at the expense of economic growth (as we have defined it). Indeed we could 


even go so far as to suggest that expansion (in which the augmentation of demand by 


net migration) enabled the economic growth that is identified with the long boom. 


 


Nevertheless, as has already been suggested, the boom had inbuilt limitations. And in 


the event, immigration as such did little to enhance economic growth.  


 


By contrast the continued pursuit of immigration since the 1980s has embodied 


essentially the same ‘philosophy’ of economic efficiency that has underpinned other 


aspects of economic policy. In this sense immigration has been a significant element 


in the economic growth that has occurred, particularly since the early 1990s. 


 


In recent decades immigration policy has come to be even more specifically oriented 


to the contribution that immigrants can make to economic growth.  


 


The current debate about immigration revolves around this issue (in contrast, for 


example, to the more simple ‘populate or perish’ arguments that underpinned the 


immigration program in the immediate post-war years). Hence the emphases referred 


to above, which are reflected in the ‘selection criteria’ that prospective immigrants to 


Australia must meet. 


 


 


The topic is concluded by returning to the question of the age structure of the 


population and its implications for Australian economic development (particularly in 


the twenty-first century) from the point at which it was left off on page 7 of these 


notes and tieing it in with the discussion of immigration. 
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Age structure, economic development and immigration 


 


The widely-accepted economic implications of an ageing population (as reflected in 


the population charts reproduced above) are – as most simply stated – that a larger 


and larger proportion of the population (those who are ‘older’) contribute less and less 


to the production and income generated by a society. This follows simply from the 


fact that people above a certain age are unable to work (or if they do are not as 


productive), and/or are considered by social convention as not being ‘obliged’ to 


work. 


 


In addition the larger and larger number of older people make a greater claim on 


services (such as health and aged care) which are provided (at least in part) ‘socially’ 


and funded by the smaller and smaller number who produce the income that (by way 


of its sequestration through taxation) allows these services to be provided. 


 


These effects are often described in terms of an increasing ‘dependency ratio’. 


 


The most obvious implication of this is that, other things being equal, it becomes 


critical for there to be improvements in productivity to allow GDP per head to be 


increased as necessary. 


 


There are a number of determinants of productivity – as will be discussed in more 


detail in a later topic. But one of them that is related to the theme of population, is the 


intangible implication of what is sometimes described as the greater ‘vibrancy’ of a 


younger compared to an older society. The impact of this is felt via a greater 


propensity to adopt new practices and technologies and to take risks. 


 


The question then becomes: what, if anything, can be done to slow, or even turn 


around, the process of the ageing of the population? 


 


To some extent the process has to be seen as an inevitable consequence of the decline 


in the fertility rate which if it falls sufficiently below the replacement rate (even in the 


context of a declining death rate) raises the spectre of a zero, or even negative, rate of 


natural increase. In this event the level of total population can only be maintained by 


immigration (and in the absence of significant immigration there is the prospect of an 


actual decline in total population – as is indeed the case with Japan). 


 


Immigration has indeed been seen as the means not only of maintaining an increase in 


total population but of bringing about a ‘younging’ in a country’s population. 


 


This view actually became almost the conventional wisdom in the early 2000s. It was 


put forcefully by a number of academic and business figures. In the words of one of 


them: ‘it is the relatively young who absorb most quickly and thoroughly new 


knowledge and who contribute most to innovation and structural change’ – and who, 


as a consequence, are associated with higher levels of productivity increase. 


 


If we do nothing and immigration levels [even] remain about where they are 


now, I fear the country as a whole will begin to feel a little like Hobart feels…. 


Some people will like living in a declining, ageing community but our 


energetic young people will vote with their feet.’ 
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Or, in the words of one academic economist who has advocated higher levels of 


immigration on these grounds  


 


 


An ageing society is not a creative and vibrant society. A younger Australia 


can be. [As] the ratio of the elderly to those of working age increases the share 


of social expenditure in GDP will rise…. Migration… can play a key role in 


moderating this. 


 


The extent to which immigration can serve this purpose depends, of course, very 


largely on the age structure of the immigrants themselves. Very young, or very old, 


people are not themselves highly productive, and indeed themselves impose cost 


burdens on society in terms particularly of education on the one hand and health care 


on the other. 


 


But the fundamental problem is that, as is now commonly acknowledged, immigrants 


themselves grow older and eventually add to the older age groups. It’s therefore 


necessary to ‘keep on’ injecting people into the appropriate age bracket… for ever. 


 


So the enthusiasm for immigration as a panacea to the problems created by an ageing 


population has receded somewhat; and the emphasis in both the explanation for 


Australian economic performance in the 1990s and 2000s, and in the factors that are 


going to influence future economic performance, has shifted back to factors other 


than immigration, and population in general, notably the institutional framework 


within which economic activity is pursued.  


 


If, however, the belief in immigration because of its effect on age structure has been 


somewhat modified, there remains a strong commitment to maintaining an active 


immigration program. 


 


This may be tempered by concerns about the short-term consequences of the pressure 


of more people – and to some extent also by more traditional concerns about 


immigrants ‘taking jobs’. But these are likely to be at least offset by the view that 


more people (and their labour) of the appropriate ‘quality’ can enhance productivity 


and economic growth.  


 


And there’s also a view lurking in the background that (aside from any arguments 


about productivity and economic growth which are a bit woolly anyway) it’s desirable 


for the Australian population to be larger as a goal in its own right. 
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